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Abstract

The thesis introduces the basic design and topology of the Stacked Multicell Converter

(SMC). This new SMC topology allows increasing input voltage level, while not

increasing the switching device stresses by the use of floating capacitors, at the same time,

the ouþut current contains less harmonic components. In order to get the converter

ouþut ac voltage waveform to be as close to a sine wave as possible, the Optimal Pulse

Width Modulation (OPWM) technique is used to determine the switching instants of the

power switches in the converter. Since the switching angles are dependent on the

magnitude of the fundamental frequency component of the ouþut voltage, these

switching angles are pre-calculated and stored in a table. The OPWM is carried out by

look-up table. Due to the difference between the mathematical model and the real system,

the simulation results are not exactly the same as the analysis results, some harmonics are

still in the ouþut cument. In order to find the switching angles which reduce the target

harmonics, on-line optimization of switching angles is used in this thesis. Both of the

OPWM and optimization results are simulated using PSCAD/EMTDC. These results

show that on-line optimization simulation can be used to find the switching angles to

minimize the target harmonics.

This thesis is organized into seven chapters. After the introduction of the voltage source

inverter and the switching techniques in Chapter i, the basic idea and topology of SMC

are presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 briefly introduces the theoretical background for

the OPWM and its application. Chapter 4 describes the basic control system analysis of

the SMC convefter. The simulation results are shown in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, the



optimization technique is presented, which includes the concept of optimization, the

definition of objective function and the constraints transformation. The simplex

optimization method and the general procedure of optimization are introduced. The

simulation results of the optimization are also presented in this chapter. The conclusions

and suggestions for fuither study are presented in Chapter 7.
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Introduction

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, power electronics has shown rapid development, primarily because the

fabrication technology in the semiconductor area has made it possible to significantly

improve the voltage withstand, cunent handling capabilities, and the switching speed of

power semiconductor devices, so they can be used for conversion at high power levels.

Moreover, the revolutionary advances in microelectronics have led to the development of

high speed controllers. In the meantime, the market for power electronics has

significantly expanded. As a consequence, power electronic techniques are progressively

replacing traditional methods of power conversion and control, causing what may be

described as a technological revolution in power areas such as regulated power supply

systems, adjustable speed dc and ac electric motor drives, and high voltage dc links

between ac power networks.

1.1 Background

Since more and more power converters are connected with the utility grid, proliferation

of power electronic systems raises concerns about the distortion of the utility voltage

waveforms and the electromagnetic interference with other loads in the same grid. The
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invention of multilevel converters can alleviate a lot of concerns in this field. Compared

with traditional two level converters, the multilevel converter shows better performance,

which can not only minimize switching losses in the power semiconductor devices, but

also improves the efficiency. There are many possible circuit configurations for rcalizing

a practical multilevel converler, such as the cascade multilevel inverter, diode-clamped

multilevel inverter and flying-capacitor multilevel inverter [1]. In this thesis, we mainly

focus on the Stacked Multicell Converter topology (SMC), also known as the flytng

capacitor multilevel topology.

1.2 General lntroduction of Voltage Source Converter

The voltage source converter (VSC) is used in rectifiers, ac motor drives, and

unintemrptible ac power supplies where the objective is to produce a sinusoidal ac ouþut

whose magnitude and frequency can both be controlled. For simplicity, let us consider a

single-phase converter, which is shown in Figure 1.1, where the input voltage of the

converter is filtered so that V,can be assumed harmonic free. Suppose the voltage source

converter supplies a resistive load and the input current { lags V", as shown in Figure

1.2.

I
,1-PHASE

VOLTAGE

SOURCE

CONVERTER

Figure l.t Single-phase voltage source converter
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Figure 1.2 Voltage and current waveform of the single phase VSC

Figure 1.3 Four quadrants of the VSC I-V plane

Figure 1.2 shows that during interval l, V,and I, are both positive, whereas during

interval 3, V, and I, are both negative. Therefore, during intervals 1 and 3, the

instantaneous power flow { (:V,1,) is from the ac side to the dc side, corresponding to

a rectifier mode of operation. fn contrast, V"and I, are of opposite signs during intervals

2 and 4, and therefore { flows from the dc side to the ac side of the inverter,

li--*- /,, * ;ltt li I
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corresponding to an inverter mode of operation. Therefore, the voltage source converter

must be capable of operating in all four quadrants of the V-I plane, as shown in Figure

1.3 during each cycle of the ac ouþut. Figure 1.4 shows the single phase equivalent

circuit of the basic three-phase voltage source converter. In this circuit, the VSC

connects with the power system through the inductor L and the resistor R, which

represent the transformer or coupling inductance and resistance, respectively. Normally,

the resistor is small enough compared with the inductor, so that we can ignore it.

Figure 1.4 Equivalent circuit of the VSC

The input current of the VSC is:

_v, -v,
jøL (1.1)

usually, the system voltage ( is constant, and then the current, or power, flowing into

the VSC can be adjusted by changing the magnitude of the converter output voltage or

the phase angle between V, and V". The phasor diagram of the VSC is shown in Figure

1.5. It illustrates that the real and reactive components of the input cument, neglecting the

resistance, are:

I"

- -l/ .sin ø
t^) -- a¡L

, _-V, lV,.cosa
r ro ' 

------=-
'aL

(1.2)

(1.3)
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aLI,

V,

tr'igure 1.5 Phasor Diagram of the VSC

The real and reactive power flowing into the converter are:

o _ -V, .V, . sina
OL

V! -V,-V,.cosa
aLQ=

(1.4)

(1.s)

Similar to the single phase converter, the most frequently used three-phase inverter

circuit consists of three legs, one for each phase, where each inverter produces an ouþut

displaced by 1200(of the fundamental frequency) with respect to each other. The ouþut

of the inverter only depends on Vo (where Vo is the dc link voltage) and the switch status.

Figure 1.6 shows the topology of the fwo-level voltage source converter.

Figure 1.6 Two-level three phase VSC topotogy
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The converter shown in Figure 1.6 is inherently two converters connected in inverse

parallel and can be redrawn in Figure 1.7. Converter 1 acts as an uncontrolled rectifier to

allow the power flowing from the ac side to the dc side and converter 2 operates in

invefter mode. Initially, when converter 2 is not conducting, the dc link capacitors are

charged up to the peak value of the supply voltage through converter l. Once the dc link

voltage is established, the capacitor voltage will remain at its initial charged value and

acts as a dc source. This characteristic of VSC can be used to pre-charge the dc link

voltage without any additional circuitry.

Converter 2 Converter I

Figure 1.7 Two converters in parallel configuration

The OPWM switching technique is employed in this thesis and it will be discussed in

Chapter 3. The decoupled control is used to control the reactive power flowing into or

out of the converter and at the same time adjust the real power to maintain the dc link

voltage constant. The theoretical expression of the magnitude of the voltage and the

phase angle of the ouþut voltage can be expressed as:

(1.6)
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* . I-,.aLd, =-aÍctail( : '" )
' I)o.aú+V"'

(r.7)

Vo"

v;" +

Firin

Irn Angles

Figure 1.8 Basic control system of the VSC

The block diagram of the confiol system is shown in Figure 1.8, where V]"is the

reference dc link voltage and Vo"is the measured dc link voltage, Iio and I)o are the real

and reactive currents in the d , q reference frame, and V)and?. are the magnitude and

phase angle of the reference output voltage. á is the angle which is in-phase with the

system and 0* is the phase angle between the system and the converter. The error

between the actual dc link voltage and the reference dc voltage is fed through a

proportional integral (PI) controller. The ouþut of the PI controller is the current

reference { which maintains the dc link voltage constant. The reactive power is usually

set to zero, which means Ii, is zero, but it can be varied in different situations for

different purposes, such as power factor regulation. These two reference currents are

compared to the measured real and reactive current components of the ouþut current,

respectively. The magnitude and phase of the converter voltage is generated by means of

the PI controllers. This reference output voltage and phase angle can be used to calculate

Control

System

Firing

System



the switching signals of the converter. With the above control, both the magnitude of the

voltage and the phase angle of the ouþut voltage can be controlled to maintain a constant

dc link voltage and desired input reactive power. The detail analysis is presented in

Chapter 4.

1.3 Swltching Techniques for the VSC

There are many switching techniques that can be used in electronic converters. Pulse-

Width Modulation (PWM) is one of the major techniques, generally classified into

carrier-based PWM and optimal PWM (OPWM) methods. Using PWM techniques, the

harmonics can be easily shifted toward higher frequencies. The carrier-based PWM

methods include Sinusoidal PWM (SPWM) [2], and switching frequency optimal PWM

(SFO-PWM) [3], and are simple to implement requiring only carrier-modulation

waveform comparisons to generate appropriate pulses to the switches.

SPWM refers to the generation of PWM outputs with a sinewave as the modulating

signal. The ON and OFF instants of a PWM signal can be determined by comparing a

reference sinewave, (the modulating wave) of amplitu d" i,, and freque ncy l, with a

triangular carier wave of fixed ampl itude V, and significantly higher frequency f as

shown in Figure 1.9. The frequency of the modulating waveform determines the

fundamental frequency of the ouþut voltage. The peak amplitude of modulating wave

determines the modulation index and in turn controls the rms value of ouþut voltage.

The modulation index is defined as:

MI =+
V,
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The frequency modulation ratio M , is defined as:

far=T

The rms value of the output voltage can be varied by changing the modulation index, MI.

The output voltage frequency also can be changed by changing f . This technique

improves distortion factor significantly compared to other ways of multi-phase

modulation. It reduces all harmonics less than Mr-2 artd at the same time pushes the

harmonics into the higher order ranges so they can be easily damped out. Usually, we

choose the frequency ratio as an odd number which is the multiple of three so that the

triplen harmonics will not occur in the line voltage even though some of them appear in

the phase voltage.

The carrier and reference waveform for SPWM used in a single phase full-bridge VSC

are shown in Figure 1.9. Figure 1.10 and Figure 1.11 show an example for the

corresponding output voltage and its spectrum using the SPWM where I = 60 Hz,

fro,,ir, =900H2, andMI :0.75 .

Vm Vc

Figure 1.9 Triangular carrier and reference lvåve for the Basic vsc in spwM
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Figure 1.10 The output voltage waveform for the Basic VSC in SPWM

Figure 1.11 The output voltage harmonic spectrum for the Basic VSC in SPWM

Where V"o inFigure 1.1 I represents the magnitude of each harmonic.

The characteristics of the SPWM are [1]:

1. The peak amplitude of the fundamental frequency component varied directly with MI

if Vois constant.

2. The harmonics in the inverter output voltage waveform appear as sidebands, centered

around the modulation ratio frequency and its multiples, that is, around M ,, 2M .r, 3M .¡ ,

and so on.
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3. The modulation rctio M., should be an odd integer. Choosing Mras an odd integer

results in an odd sSrmmetry lfet)=-f(t)las well as quarter-cycle symmetry, which is

plotted in Figure 1 .10. Therefore, only odd harmonics are present and the even harmonics

disappear from the waveform of V,. Moreover, only the coefficients of the sine series in

the Fourier analysis are finite, those for the cosine series aÍe zeÍo.

The other switching method is switching frequency optimal PWM control [4],in which a

single carrier waveform is used a¡rd three reference voltages are shifted depending on

their signs to re-align with the carier. The instantaneous average of the maximum and

minimum of the three reference voltages is subtracted from the individual reference

voltages. The addition of this zero sequence, triplen harmonic voltage does not produce

zero sequence curents in three wire connections. The advantages of this technique is

that the modulation index can be increased by about 15% before over-modulation and

pulse dropping occurs, and that the neutral potential can be easily controlled. Figure 1.12

and 1.13 show an example with M r= 9 and MI = 0.75 .

Tine (sec)

Figure l.l2 Carrier and modulation waveforms using SFO-PWM
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Or,rtpr,rt n
Voltage"

-2

Time (sec)

FÍgure 1.13 Output voltage of the inverter using SFO-p\ryM

Compared with the carried-based PWM switching methods, the OPWM is another type

of switching strategy. The OPWM technique can provide the required harmonic

reduction with the minimum number of switchings. By shifting the harmonics to higher

frequencies where it is easier to eliminate them or allowing the amplitude of triplen

harmonics to increase in three phase systems without a neutral line, the magnitude of the

unwanted harmonics can be reduced. This technique reduces the possibility of

resonances between the harmonics and the outer circuits, and the lower order harmonics

can be eliminated efficiently. Under the same THD level, comparing with conventional

PWM techniques, OPWM technique has lots of advantages, such as lower switching

frequency, lower switching losses and lower ripple in the dc link current.

In this thesis, we mainly focus on the OPWM, which will be introduced in Chapter 3.

1.4 The Scope of the Ihesrs

This thesis presents a five-level Stacked Multicell Converter (SMC), which is a very new

topology of multilevel converters. The focal point of the investigation is the topology of

the 2x2 SMC and the harmonic performance of the output voltages and currents of
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converter. Along with this, the switching method and balancing of the floating capacitor

voltages are to be analyzed. A decoupled control system will be designed to regulate the

dc voltage, as well as the reactive input power. The main tool used in this investigation is

the electromagnetic transient simulation programPSCAD/EMTDCTM. The simulation

results illustrate the control system has a good response, and the target harmonics are

successfully reduced.

The thesis includes six chapters, Chapter I introduces the background of the Voltage

Source Converter (VSC), a general concept of the VSC and the switching methods.

Chapter 2 presents a general introduction and a basis topology of the 2x2 SMC; and

then it expands to a generalized nx p SMC. The basic property of the SMC and the

implemented model is presented. In Chapter 3, the basic theory of OPWM switching

method is described and the MathCAD@ analysis results are presented. In Chapter 4, the

basic control of the SMC is investigated, the D-Q transformation is introduced, and the

decoupled control used in this thesis is presented. Chapter 5 gives detailed simulation

results for the five-level SMC usingPSCAD/EMTDCTM. The output voltage and current

waveforms are presented and the harmonics are analyzed using Fourier analysis. ln

Chapter 6, the general concept of engineering optimization is introduced, which includes

the definition of the objective function, constraint transform methods, simplex searching

technique and the general procedure of optimization. The simulation results illustrate

that the program is capable of finding a solution that is optimized. The conclusions and

the future work of the research are made and presented in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

BASIC ANALYSIS OF STACKED MULTICELL CONVERTER

Multilevel power conversion was f,rrst introduced 20 years ago [5]. The general concept

involves utilizing a higher number of active semiconductor switches to perform the

power conversion in smaller voltage steps. There are several advantages to this approach

when compared with the traditional (t'wo-level) power conversion. The smaller voltage

steps lead to the production of higher power quality waveforms and also reduce the

dvf dt stresses on the load and circuit. By using voltage-clamping techniques, the system

voltage can be extended beyond the limits of an individual device, and it may be easier to

produce a high-power, high-voltage inverter with a multilevel structure.

ln recent years, the need to master the series connection of switching devices has grown

because of the increased market for high-power applications. Multilevel converters, in

general, are one answer to this problem and have drawn tremendous interest in the power

industry. This is evident by the fact that much research has been done on novel converter

topologies and modulation strategies. Some applications for these new converters

include industrial drives, flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) devices, and Static

Var Compensators (SVC) [6].

The general structure of the multilevel convefter is to synthesize a nearly sinusoidal

voltage waveform from several levels of dc voltage, tl,pically obtained from capacitor

voltage sources. As the number of levels increases, the synthesized ouþut waveform has
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more steps, which produce a staircase waveform that approaches the desired waveform.

As more steps are added to the waveform, the harmonic distortion of the ouþut

waveform decreases theoretically approaching zero as the number of levels increases. As

the number of levels increases, the ouþut voltage that can be produced by summing

multiple voltage levels also increases. However, increasing the levels means more

semiconductor switches are needed, thus increasing the switching losses. Another

disadvantage of multilevel power converters is that the small voltage steps are typically

produced by a bank of series capacitors, and these capacitors require voltage balancing.

Generally, the multilevel inverters can be classified into three ty,pes [7], [8], [9]:

. Cascade multilevel inverter

. Diode-clamped multilevel inverter

o Flying-capacitor multilevel invefter

These types of inverters are shown in Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2 andFigure 2.3, respectively.

H-Bridge
(m-1)t2
Vdc

Va(m-1

l5

Figure 2.1 Single phase multilevel cascaded H-bridge inverter
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Figure 2.2 One leg of diode-clamped five-level bridge multilevel inverter

V5

+

Cj
.J

JI
V1

-r I sB3ttD2 llI rcoz
tttlllsB4| | l--fD1 a lcogl I- =- I --'_ Cb1

-.-r-l_T
tttsBl'| | i ------+-D1'lrl
I -r- Cb2'I I sB2'tt

D2' -l!b3 I

Figure 2.3 circuÍt diagram ofa fïve-level, ftying-capacitor, single-phase inverter
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The most attractive features of multilevel converters are stated in 14] as follows:

a. They can generate ouþut voltages with extremely low distortion andlow dvf dt .

b. They draw input current with very low distortion.

c. They can operate with a lower switching frequency.

This thesis focuses more specifically on a version of the flying capacitor converter

referred to as the stacked multicell converter [10].

2.1 Structure and properties of Sfacked Multicell Converter

The Stacked Multicell Converter (SMC) is a new topology for a multilevel converter,

which is based on a hybrld association of commutation cells and allows a significant

reduction in the volume of the capacitors [10]. This topology allows us to work on

higher input voltage levels with the same power switches and also improve the

performance of the ouþut voltage. The concept of SMC topology was first introduced by

Meynard [10], [11], and [12].

Figure 2.4 shows the structure of the elementary cell. Basically, it is composed of two

switches (each of these switches being represented as an IGCT with an anti-parallel

diode) and has the following characteristics:

1. The two switches must always be in opposite states, otherwise it v/ill short-circuit

the voltage sources k*! and,(È+1)*9, where p is the number of cells andpp

ke(1,p-l).

2. They must never be blocked at the same time because the current source l would

be open-circuited.

11



3. Since both switches are controlled, dead times must be provided to compensate

for turn-off delays.

It can be seen from Figure 2.4 that the blocking switch has to sustain a voltage equal to:

(k+l)*!-t*E =gppp

Figure 2.4 Elementary cell

The general circuit of a multicell converter leg is given in Figure 2.5. Itcan be viewed as

a classical multicell converter having p elementary cells in series, separated by

p - I floating capacitors.

Bk+1 BK

Bk+1

(K+1).E/p

Figure 2.5 General circuit of a multicell voltage-source inverter leg
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Like any conventional two-level VSC leg, it is connected on one side to a dc voltage

source and on the other side to an ac current source. Comparing to the conventional two-

level voltage source converters, the output voltage has more levels and the ouþut current

contains less harmonic component, and of course it has more switches. Figure 2.6 shows

the generalized topology of the multilevel inverter with 2 cells series connected together

and Figure 2.7 shows the output voltage waveform of this specified 2 cells inverter. The

disadvantage is that the waveform only has positive part. If we can stack two of these

multicell voltage inverters together, the ouþut voltage will contain less harmonic

components and look quite sinusoidal. The new topology which is called a stacked

multicell converter (SMC) will be introduced in the following section.

Figure 2.6 The topology of the generatized mr¡Itilevel inverter (2 cells in series)

I 82, 81

tq

XB2,A1 *A2,41 ¡ M;81 X82,81 *82,41 *A2,A1 xp¿,B1 *82; 81

Figure 2.7 Output voltage waveform of the generalized multilevel inverter (2 cells in series)
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2.1.1 Topolog of Five Level 2x2 Stacked Multícell Converter

The topology of a 2x2 stacked multicell converter is shown in Figure 2.8. In this

particular case, the 2x2 S}ilC is composed of p = 2 cells and n = 2 stacks. It has 4

commutation cells and 2 floating capacitors, Ç *d Cr. Each commutation cell is shown

in Figure 2.4 wluch has complementary states as in the classical commutation cell. The

voltage across each capacitor is equal to E /2. Depending on the switches, there are five

possibilities for the level of the ouþut voltage as shown in Figure 2.9. For positive

ouþut voltage only the switches in stack 2 are involved, with S21T and S11T remaining

closed, and hence S21B and S11B remaining open. Similarly, forthe negative ouþut

voltage only the switches in stack I are involved, and S22T and S12T remaining open.

s_1_28_

52,1E} S11B

Cell 2 Cell I

Figure 2.8 Topology of a2x2 Stacked Multicell Converter
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S12T

S21 B S11B

Figure 2.9 Different output voltage level for 2x2 SMC converter

There are seven possible switch combinations to generate the five-level output voltage.

Table 2.1 shows the possible combination of the voltage levels and their corresponding

switch states. Through analysis, it is easy to say that the voltage constraint on each switch

in each cell is not the same. It not only depends on its own state, but also relates to other

switches. The detail explanation will be given in the following section.

Table 2.1 Possible switch combinations of the 2x2 SMC

Switches States Output
Voltage511T 511B 512T S128 s22-l s22B 521T S21 B

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 E
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 E/2lcharoino )
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 E/2(discharoino)
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0
1

1

q

1

_1
0

:E-2-(qhe¡gins)
-El2ldischaroino)

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 E

As shown in Figure 2.10, the voltage constraint on switch S22T depends on the state of

S2lT and 5228. If the switch S22T is ON and S21B is OFF, the volrage constraint on

S22B is El2 and' the voltage constraint on S21B isE. Similarly, if the switch S2lB is

ON, 521T and S22T are OFF, then the voltage constraint on S22B is E l2 and the voltage
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constraint on S22T is E. The detail voltage constraint on each switch is shown in Figure

2.10 b. We can see the voltage constraint range for switch S22T is from 0 to E, and the

voltage constraint range for switches S22B or 52 1T is from - E / 2to E / 2 , for the switch

521B the voltage constraint range is from 0 to -E.

s22ï
¿

1

0
s22B

&S217
1

0
-1

s21 B

0

-1

-2

S2IT S21B
&5228 ON

ON

(a)

Figure 2.10 Voltage constraints on switches

)4,

s22-l
ON

s22r
ON

(b)

Figure 2.ll Realization with real switches for the intermediate cell
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Through the analysis, we find that the voltage constraint on S22T and S21B is twice that

of the voltage constraint on S22B or S21T. In order to solve this problem, we simply

propose to make a direct series connection of two identical switches thus distributing the

voltage constraint. The two switches will receive the same control signal, thus acting as a

single switch but can handle twice the voltage. It should be noted that S22T and S21B

need not switch at twice the voltage and therefore the second device could be an ordinary

reverse conducting thyristor. The resulting schematic is shown in Figure 2.11.

The two added switches in Figure 2.11 allow distributing the voltage stress on the top and

the bottom rail of the cell. In reality, we usually replace the capacitor which is

connected to the current source by a short circuit and at the same time replace the final

cell by a neutral-point-clamped converter (NPC) topology. With this solution, we reduce

the number of the controlled power switches, because two IGCT are replaced by the two

diodes of the clamp while at the same time keeping exactly the same functionality. Due

to the complexity of replacing the flrnal cell to a NPC topology for a SMC with higher

stages (more than three), we just simply replace the capacitors which are connecting with

the current source by a short circuit. Figure 2.12 shows the realization of a2x2 Stacked

Multicell Converter topology.

)\
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f 
':'-'

f 
..'"-,

S21 B S21 B

Cell 2 Cell 1

Figure 2.l?Rcalizatton for a 2x2 SMC topology

2.1.2 Bøsic Property of Multìlevel Stacked Maltícell Converter

For a pxn Stacked Multicell Converter, there are(p-l)xn floating capacitors, where

cu in Figure 2.13 represent the floating capacitors, ie[1.. .p-r] and .je[t...n]. The

voltage across each capacitor is equal to:

ixE
lc¡si =J, where E is the full dc link voltage- nxp

The number of configuration of the circuit is: N ,on , = (n + l)p

The number of levels for the ouþut voltage is: -ly',,,o, = (nx p)+l

Figure 2.13 shows the structure of one phase for an n x p SMC topology. The other two

phases would be required for the three-phase converter, with the dc capacito rs, C 
o¡ ,

common to all the three phases. Here we should know that the lower group of IGCT

thyristors requires the complementary gating pulses of the upper group of the same
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number. That means if ^Sy? is on, then ,SyB must be off. For each voltage step, only

one thyristor must turn on and one thyristor turn off. For example, if ^S,oZ is off,

then ^froZ ,... SnoT , SntT , ... S,p_tT and SrrB are on, and the terminal voltage

+E(nxp-2)l(nxp)is connected to the ouþut terminal through^SroT,... S,eT, Sn,T,

...snr-rT for positive current, or through sroB and the reverse diode of other IGCT

thyristors for negative currents.

SpnT

-^-tt-cpn -L -T_ SlnB 51n-17

Y*-"---'*-l_ 51n-2T 31n-18

f"-----''*
-T- stn-zg s1n-37l---/"--'/*

ìclc)
>H'
I Cl)

lrlc>olo)t(I'
/ c1)

i

i s1ry s11f,
'.---g' o---g/
I

I-T- s11BL./'
--J------.-.---.-

-___Y-__-___-/

Cell 1

Figure 2.13 One phase for a nxp Stacked Multice[ Converter topology

2.1,3 Feøtures of Stacked Multicell Converter

Stacked Multicell Convefier is a new topology for power convefers, which can

produce a high ouþut voltage having less harmonics. One main feature of the SMC

is that it requires a large number of storage capacitors. For a px n SMC, there are

(p-l)xn floating capacitors per phase leg in addition to n-Imain dc bus

ll El!o)t( ñ

*)) õ

\_____r_-______/ -____y-________-

Cellp Cellp-1

Sp-1 nT

Cp-1n Cp-2n

S'1nT

yY'J--"--"----J
{ to-tn-' co-zn-t l,
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capacitors. Another characteristic of the SMC is the balancing control of the floating

capacitor voltage. Unlike the diode-clamped inverler, the SMC has redundancy at its

inner voltage levels. A voltage level is redundant if two or more valid switch

combinations can synthesize it. The availability of voltage redundancies allows

controlling the individual capacitor voltages. ln producing the same ouþut voltage,

the inverter can involve different combinations of capacitors allowing preferential

charging or discharging of individual capacitors. This flexibility makes it easier to

manipulate the capacitor voltages and keep them at their proper values. It is possible

to employ two or more switch combinations for middle voltage levels (i.e 3Vdc/4,

Ydc/Z,Ydcl4) in one or several ouþut cycles to balance the charging and discharging

of the capacitors. Thus, by proper selection of switch combinations, the SMC

converter may be used in reality. However, when applied in reality, the selection of

switch combinations becomes very complicated. For the PWM switching technique,

the switching frequency needs to be considerably higher than the fundamental

frequency.

Generally, the major characteristics of the Stacked Multicell Converter can be

summarized as follows [1]:

a. The large amount of storage capacitors can provide power capabilities during

power faults.

b. The inverter provides switch combination redundancy for balancing different

voltage levels.

c. The harmonic content in the output voltage is low enough to avoid the need for

filters.
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d. Both real and reactive power flow can be controlled.

e' An excessive number of storage capacitors are required when the number of

levels is high. High-level inverters are more difficult to package with the bulky

power capacitors and are more expensive too.

2.2 Chapter Summary

ln this chapter, the detailed structure and the property of the 2x2 Stacked Multicell

Converter are presented. For a pxn SMC converter, there are nx(p-l) floating

capacitors. The voltage across each capacitor is V" = 
i * E 

(Where E is the voltage of
nxp

each stage). The output voltage level is equal to.À/," ,"t = (fix p) +I. The voltage constraint

on all the semiconductors fsVn,¡t"h", - E A realization of Stacked Multicell Converternxp

is proposed, in which the terminal cell is replaced by a neutral-point-clamped (NpC)

topology and the capacitors connected to the current source are replaced by short circuit.

This new topology allows us to reduce the controlled switches while keeping exactly the

same functionality. The features of Stacked Multicell Converter are proposed; due to the

complexity of balancing the floating capacitor voltage, suitable switching strategies must

be chosen. The switching technique will be presented in detail based on the 2x2 Stacked

Multicell Converter in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

OPTIMAL PULSE WIDTH CONTROL

In recent years, there has been a greatly increasing demand for applying pulse width

modulation techniques to power electronics converters. The PWM technique reduces the

harmonic content of the ouþut waveform efficiently and has a fast dynamic response. As

a result, the technique has been applied extensively in many different applications.

In 1973, Hasmukh S. Patel and Richard G. Hoft proposed the theory of OPWM technique

[13]. The OPWM technique selects a fixed set of switching angles in order to satisfy a

numbers of constraints. Usually the fundamental frequency voltage is chos en at a

specified value and several harmonics voltages are set to zero, or minimized. This

technique can eliminate the specified low order harmonics efficiently. Under the same

THD level, compared to conventional PWM techniques, the OPWM technique has the

following advantages I l4]:

l) Signif,rcant reduction in the inverter switching frequency is achieved, compared with

the conventional carrier-modulated sine PWM scheme.

2) Higher voltage gain due to over-modulation is possible. This contributes to higher

utilization of the power conversion process.
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3) Due to the high quality of the ouþut voltage and current, the ripple in the dc link

current is also small. Thus a reduction in the size of the dc link filter components is

achieved.

4) The reduction in switching frequency contributes to the reduction in switching losses

of the inverter and permits the use of gate-turn-off (GTO) switches for high-power

converters.

5) Elimination of lower-order harmonics causes no harmonic interference such as

resonance with external line filtering networks typically employed in inverter po\¡/er

supplies.

6) The use of pre-calculated OPWM switching pattems avoids on line computations and

provides strai ghtforward implementation of a hi gh-p erformance technique.

The OPWM switching technique requires a more complex control system compared with

the PWM switching technique, including look-up tables and possibly the use of

interpolation techniques.

3.1 Basic Analysis of Optimal Pulse Width Control

For power converters, during each tum-on and turn-off switching interval, some power

will be dissipated in the switches (for the non-resonant power converter, the switching

action happens neither on a voltage zero nor a current zero). At high switching

frequencies these switching losses can be significant. Thus, decreasing the number of

switchings in one cycle will reduce the loss in the devices. The OPWM switching

technique has this characteristic which can provide the required harmonic reduction with

the minimum number of switchings. In order to achieve this goal, two approaches may

be used; one is to shift the harmonics to higher frequencies where it is easier to eliminate
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them; the other is to increase the amplitude of the triplen harmonics in three phase

systems without a neutral line. Since the triplen harmonics do not appear in the line

voltage and current in these systems, this will have no effect on the load, but it will

reduce the amplitude of the other harmonics. The theoretical analysis of OPWM will be

presented as follows.

ln a two-level PWM waveform with odd and half-wave s)¡mmetries which has M

switchings per quafter cycle as shown in Figure 3.1, the magnitude of the harmonics

voltage is given as follows:

,^=9y*2.i1-t¡k .cosnar) n:1, 5, 7,11...wr T-r
(3. 1)

Where,

M: number of angles per quafter cycle,

øo: switching angle.

vn: the magnitude of each harmonic (including the fundamental component)

z: n is an odd number and n is not a multiple of 3.

Figure 3.1 A two levet PWM waveform with odd and quarter-wave symmetries
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ln order to achieve the OPWM, generally, we set the fundamental component t\ to the

desired value, and the magnitude of all unwanted harmonics equal to zero. The solution

of these equations is a set of switching angles dt,d2,d3, ...,dM, which must satisfy the

condition:

o<ar<a2<dt1....or.L (3.2)

Using this set of switching angles, we can get the desired fundamental component and

eliminate M -l harmonics.

Due to odd and quarter-wave symmetries, there will be no even harmonics in the ouþut

voltage.

The sum of the squares of all harmonics is:

TØ

!rt'at =Zv,' = E2T
Q l=l

(3.3)

Where,

( is the RMS value of the i'l'harmonic.

E is half of dc link voltage.

The process of obtaining the correct switching angles for eliminating selected harmonics

is normally accomplished in the following steps [15]:

a. Decide on the number and order of harmonics to be eriminated.

b. By means of Fourier analysis obtain an expression that describes the harmonic content

of the required waveform. Use this expression to assemble a set of equations and set

harmonics selected for elimination to zero.

c. Solve these equations off-line

d. Arrange for on-line access to these switching angles.
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3.2 The Method of Giving Initial Values

We find that selecting the initial value is not easy for solving a set of nonlinear equations,

and the initial values have a considerable effect on the final solution and even on the

convergence of the algorithm. [n order to solve this problem and get a good set of initial

values, the technique based on the Walsh Transform [16] is used to guarantee the

convergence of the solution. The approach is to give the fundamental voltage a small

value, Vt=0.01 , ui=&i*t=knl2n, È1,2,3...n/2.(if n is even) d¡=d¡*t=kt/2n-

l,È1,23...(n+r)|2,(if n is odd) and i:1,3,5...,il-l, then increase ( in small steps. At

each step, the solution of the previous step is used as the initial point. Alternately, we can

use the PWM method and set the voltage to a specif,red value to get the first set of

switching angles. Then use this set of switching angles as the initial value for the OpWM

analysis. Finally, we use the solution of the OPWM as the initial guess value for the next

OP\^/M analysis. The same procedure is repeated until the best result is achieved. Figure

3.2 shows the solutions obtained by the MathCAD@ program and the above technique,

wheren:9 and 5'n,7tn, 11ù, 13th, 77ú,lgú,23'd and25thharmonics are eliminated. This

figure shows that when the magnitude of the voltage is increased to a certain limit, the

traces of the switching angles converge and there are no solutions for the OpWM. That

means the equations do not have solutions for the voltage, when K is bigger than l.16 p.u.

(where K is Vrl E , V, is the fundamental frequency voltage and E is the half of dc link

voltage) As we know, in a square-wave operation, the fundamental frequency voltage

.V' 4
component t. 

T=;=l.zll, In this case, due to the elimination of 5ú, 7*.rp to 25ú



harmonics, the maximum available

4''nu* 
= 1.16.

E

fundamental amplitude is reduced, and it is

ø11(K)

c¿l2(K)

e.l3(K)

ão<*l
ø15(K)

"tq*l
a.l7(K)

c¿lst*l

ø19(K)

1.20.6

K

Figure 3.2 Variation of d, s as a function of K for n=9

Since the capabilities of switching devices are different, a short dead time is necessary

between switching on a device and switching off a device, otherwise a short circuit may

occur and the device will be damaged. For high voltage power devices, the minimum

dead time is usually several microseconds for fast switching devices like Metal-oxide-

Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs), and larger for slower switching

devices like Gate Tum-off Thyristors (GTos), and is determined by the characteristics of
the circuit and the switching devices. In this thesis, we choose the Integrated Gate

Commutated Thyristor (IGCT), which has lower on-state voltage and faster switching

transitions compared with conventional GTo Thristor so the dead time was set to 0.1

degree fot a 60Hz waveform. This dead time is essential to allow the clampin g (dildt)

circuit shown in Figure 3.3 to discharge before switching the IGCT on again.
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3.3 Optimal Pulse Width Control in This Thesis

There are several methods and constraints in order to appty the OPWM control to the

SMC. In this case, if we make sure the floating capacitor currents sum to zero in any

cycle, the voltage of the floating capacitor should be constant. In Figure 3.3, current will

only flow in capacitor Ç, when the ouþut voltage is nominallyVo,l4. During the first

conduction period whenVo=0+uC,r, a positive ouþut current will be discharging the

capacitor. In the next conduction period when Vo =Vo,lT-uCr, the ouþut current will

be charging the capacitor. If we ensure that the integral of the current during the

charging periods is equal to the integral of the current during the discharging periods, the

net change of voltage on the capacitor will be zero.

we can define the switching angles for quarter cycle symmetry as a,rrto a, for gate

signal 522T, and arrto a^ for gate signal S12T. During the intervals ørrtod,r, dßto

dA , lrp to a9 to 90 degrees, there will be load current in the top rail of cell #2.

Integration of the load current over these intervals will give the average current Io2T, in

the top rail of Cell #2. Integration of the load current from 00 to 900 will give the

average load current, Io, per quarter cycle, and the current in the middle rail of Cell #2

will be Io2B:Io-Io2T. Similarly, integration of the load current during the intervals ør,

to arr up to drrto d,rr, will give the average load current , Io1T. in the top rail of Cell#l,

and IolB:Io-Io1T. Therefore, the average current flowing into the capacitor Cl2 will be:

Ic72 = Io2T - IolT - (Io2B - IolB) = 2x (Io2T - IolT) = g (3.4)

As mentioned before, since the output current waveform is quarter cycle symmetric, the

cosinusoidal component of the load current will always sum to zero, and only the

?Á
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sinusoidal component should be considered. This gives us our first implicit constraint on

the switching angles:

cosdl t-cosøt2 +cosø13 -cosøt4 +cosø15 -cosdrc+cosdn
- COS ü2t + COS d22 - cOS c'23 + COS dz4 - QOS ãzs + COS dz6 - COS d27* COS Ør, = 0 

(3'5)

This constraint is the same as saying the ouþut voltage of Cell I must be equal to the

ouþut voltage of Cell2.

The second constraint will be on the fundamental voltage being proportional to the

modulation index. Since we have fifteen variables, therefore, this allows another thirteen

constraints being applied to the optimization problem.

Figure 3.3 Schematic of the 2X2 Stacked Multicell Converter

The explicit constraints will be that the angles ø,, must remain in order, separated by a

minimum switching angle, and within the quarter cycle. The same is true for the

ø-yangles, but these two sets of angles are independent, they can overlap and switch

within the minimum switching angle. The switching of the two cells is isolated by the

floating capacitors.

In this thesis, we set the individual cell voltages equal to zero for the 5ú to13ù nontriplen

harmonics and then the remaining output harmonic voltages to zero up to the 25ú

l

1

,

i
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characteristic harmonic. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show the relationship between the

modulation index and the voltage. Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7 and Figure3.8 show the logic

switching waveform, the ouþut voltage and the harmonic spectrum of the 2x2 S}y'rC at

the modulation index, K, equal to 0.96. From Figure 3.8, we know that the target

harmonics were successfully eliminated by using OP\ /M method. Besides the triplen

harmonics, the lowest harmonic is 29ù.

o¿11(K)

c¿l2(K)

*rS(rl
c¿l4(K)

*rXrl
c¿l6(K)

*rrtrl

0.58

K

Figure 3.4 Variation of d' s as a function of K for n=7

o¿1(K)

c¿22(K)

":Altl
c'24(K)

":fItl
s-26(K)

":rqrl
o¿8(K)

0.58

K

Figure 3.5 Variation of Ø 's as a function of K for n=8
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Figure 3.6 The switching logic of SMC using OpWM
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Figure 3.7 The output voltage for the SMC using OPWM
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Figure 3.8 The output voltage spectrum for the SMC using OPIVM

Table 3.1 gives the total harmonic distortion factor (THD) in this case.
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The total harmonic distortion factor was defined as the ratio of the root-mean-square of

the harmonic content to the root-mean-square of the fundamental component, which is

expressed as a percent of the fundamental component, which gives:

F-ILV"
THD = 1l 

h=2

\4'
where å is the harmonic order

(3.6)

Table 3.1 Calculated Harmonic Voltage Gontent
Us OPWM for 2x2 SM

Harmonic Maqnitude Percentage
1 5.561 100
5 0.0008 0.0149
7 0.0224 0.403
11 0.0669 1.203
13 0.0299 0.538
17 0.0360 0.648
19 0.0195 0.351
23 0.0289 0.521
25 0.0056 0.102
29 0.9810 17.641
31 0.1221 2.195
35 0.3310 5.953
37 0.2957 0.532
41 0.4433 7.971
THDV% 5

From Table 3.1, we can see that the first significant lowest harmonic is 29trfor OPWM

scheme. Besides the 31't, 35ú, 37ü and 41't harmonics are also significant, but these

harmonics are all high order harmonics and can be easily filtered. The fundamental

component of OPWM scheme is 92.68%. And the THD is around 5%o and,just meets the

IEEE 519 Standard. This analysis shows that the 2x2 SMC scheme is satisfactory even

though it contains some higher order characteristic harmonics.
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3.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents the basic analysis of the OPWM control, which can be applied to

the multilevel converter. There are several advantages of the OPWM control, there is less

switching in one cycle to eliminate target harmonics, and at the same time, reduced

power losses. Also, the techniques for obtaining the initial values of the switching angles

are discussed. A MathCAD@ computer algebra case is developed and the results show

that the OPWM successfully reduces the target harmonics.
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CHAPTER 4

BASIC CONTROT SYSTEM ATALYS'S

Due to the rapid development of the power electronics industry, an increasing number of

high power semiconductor devices are available for power system applications. Flexible

AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices are becoming widely used in the power

system. A control system with fast and accurate response is very important for these

kinds of devices, as it can improve the performance of the whole system.

Usually, two control parameters are required for simultaneous real and reactive power

control. To a large extent, the real power changes depend on the phase angle ( ø) of the

converter ouþut voltage with respect to that of the system voltage, and the reactive

power is controlled by varying the amplitude (M) of the converter ouþut voltage. A

control system for the SMC will be introduced in the following section, which will

further decouple the control of the real and reactive power.

4.1 D-Q Transformation

Figure 4.1 shows that the equivalent circuit of the SMC system, which includes dc link

capacitors, SMC and series inductances in the three lines connecting to the power system.

The series inductance represents the transformer leakage, and the resistance in series with

the ac system represents the inverter and transformer conduction losses. Also, the
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resistance in the circuit shunting with the dc link represents the switching losses and the

dc load. The inverter is treated as an ideal lossless power invefter.

We also have:

Vo, Vb, V" are the source voltages

Eo, Eb, E, are the ouþut voltages of the converter

I o, I b, f . is the current drawn by the converter

L and R are the total ac inductance and resistance

R 
" 

is the dc load

Figure 4.1 Basic configuration of SMC System

Let us assume thatZ",l/b,V, in Figure 4.1 are a set of three instantaneous phase voltages,

the sum of which is zero. This set of variables can be uniquely represented by a single

point in a plane, as shown in Figure 4.2. The vector drawn from the origin to this point

has a vertical projection onto each three symmetrically displaced phase axes, which

correspond to the instantaneous value of the associated phase variable. As the values of
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the phase variables change, the associated vectors move around the plane describing

various trajectories.

B phase axis VCC) ,

Vb(+¡

Va(+¡
A phase axis

C phase axis

Figure 4.2 Vector representation of instantaneous three-phase variables

In Figure 4.3, the vector representation is extended by introducing an orthogonal co-

ordinate system in which each vector is described by means of its d - and

q-components. The transformation from phase variables to d-, q-coordinates and

zero sequence components are as follows:

4A

Ir
t't= 3l o'lln

-t//2 -t//2
-Jj//2

la
Jj/
/2
t//J'

, and [c]-' =]lrl

l':,1=sl',î1,^ olnl=ptln1 (4,)
Lol L"l Loj ln,l

As we know, there is no zero sequence component in the balanced three phase

system. In Eq. 4.1, the zero sequence component is zero.

/.'i
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B phase axis

Vd D axis
A phase axis

C phase axis

Figure 4.3 Definition of orthogonal co-ordinates

If we define a new co-ordinate system in which the d - axis is always coincident with the

instantaneous voltage vector and the q - axis is in quadature with it. The d - axis

current component, i, , accounts for the instantaneous po\¡ier and the q - axis current, iq,

is the instantaneous reactive current. Thed andqaxes are rotating in the plane. They

follow the trajectory of the voltage vector, and the d and q coordinates within this

synchronously rotating reference frame is given by the following time-varying

transformation:

Q axis
I

ô

lc\=1

cos(d) cos(á -2%) cos(d *r%)

-sin(d) -sin(d -2%) -sin(d *2%)

la /a t//J'

l:'

[cr]-' =]t t], o=tan)(vn,tva,)

] 

=,',,' 
[i], 

* 
lï")=''', f'í'l

(4.2)



where d is the angle between the v vector and the stationary a-phase axis.

Under balanced steady-state conditions, the co-ordinates of the voltage and current

vectors in the synchronous reference frame are constant values. Thus, the real and

reactive power can be wrirten as p = +lvli, ande = +lYli, .

4.2 Mathematical Analysis and Decoupled Control

In terms of the instantaneous variables shown in Figure 4.1, a set of ac-side circuit

equations can be written as follows:

/'r,,";l=

+0,+
00

0

0

-R'ao
L

I'i,l4iï-ïtl

In which, the per-unit system has been adopted, and the definitions are:

¿ = 
tú-. 

c' = 1 ..R'= A .,R.'- Ro, 
.Zunrr' @uCZoor"'-- Zunr"'"0' Zunr"'

i =-l-,v' = !-, E =*,r^" =*
'where ø, is the radian frequency of the fundamental network voltage.

Using the transformation of variables definedinEq.4.2,Eq.4.3 can be transformed to the

synchronously rotating reference frame which is as follows:

(4.3)

#l'í,ll: (4.4)
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Since the voltage source converter is connected to the system by three conductors, so the

current drawn by the system does not contain any zero sequence component. From

8q.4.4, we f,rnd that the d and q components of the current are cross-coupled through the

terma¡.

ln order for the SMC system to generate the desired real and reactive current components,

the reference of the SMC voltages Ej and Ef , should be given as:

41

vo + aúd -ø1,ü.o,;)l

vn- aúii -Q*,;+,R,;)l
(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

and

o. = runu {4)

E*=

x'2 =

Inspection of Eq.4.4 leads directly to a rule that will provide decoupled control of

io and in . Here, the two new variables rr and x, introduced in Eq.4.8 and Eq.4.9 to

represent the ouþut of the control system consisting of two PI controllers in Eqs.4.10 and

4.lt.

xl _,t/d)=$-<n,

-0u ,'L"o

*1, = (k, * Lxii - io¡ - tain

Ej'+e,'
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i, = (k, *LXii - i¡ + Laio (4.11)

Where P = dldt

;j is the real current reference

;n is the reactive current reference

The control is performed using feedback variables in the synchronous reference frame.

We can change the reactive power simply by changing the reference of the reactive

current I; . And the real power can be regulated by varyinglj in response to error in the

dc-link voltage via a proportional plus integral compensation. Figure 4.4 shows the

decoupled control block diagram of the SMC system.

Vo, -

Id

Iq

Figure 4.4 Decoupled control diagram of the SMC System

Based on Eqs. 4.5,4.6 and 4.7, the detailed configuration for the system control is shown

in Figure 4.4. ln this figure, the active current reference 1r. is generated by a PI

controller, which regulates the dc link voltage of converter and feeds the dc load.

l/;
+

v;"

+

+
V:

V.
ac

.E:
¿ = tan-'(*)

bd

rj+ø]
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Compared with the inductanceatL, the resistance of the transformer is much smaller and

has been neglected.

In principle, each dc capacitor voltage can be controlled to be exactly the dc command

voltage Vo,. . The control loops for Vo" control the total power flowing into the converter.

If E' is controlled so that it lags V by a, then the real power flowing into the converter

can be expressed as:

- EV sine-U_

X,,
(4.12)

The reactive current reference 1n. is given according to different compensation aims. By

adjusting 1o* , the converter can generate or absorb the reactive power. The

Ioand^Incomponents are obtained directly from the supply cument through the D-Q

transformation. The phase angle of the source voltage can be obtained from a phase-

locked loop (PLL) circuit, which maintains synchronism between the ouþut voltage and

the ac system voltage.

The ouþut control parameters Eo. and En- shown in Figure 4.4 are used to generate the

modulation index MI and the phase shiftø .

4.3 Pre-Charging the Capacitors

Before we operate the SMC, we should charge the capacitors in the SMC converter,

which include the dc link capacitors and the floating capacitors. Usually, an additional

pre-charging circuit is needed. But in this case, the SMC can be viewed as two

converters connected in inverse parallel, as discussed in Section 1.2. One converter acts

as an uncontrolled rectifier and the other operates in inverse mode, the polarity of Vo"
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remains the same but the direction of1r" is reversed. Initially, when the converter is not

conducting, the dc link capacitor C is connected to the power source through the rectifier

as shown in Figure 1.7. Therefore a dc link voltage can be established. Due to the series

inductance of transformer, the overcharging of the dc link capacitor will happen and it

will cause the peak dc link voltage up to 2 p.u value. During the overcharging period, the

voltage limiting circuits will act to limit the dc link voltage to a safe value. The detailed

configuration is shown in Figure 3.3. After the impact of the inductance disappears, the

dc link voltage is charged up to the peak value of the supply voltage. The floating

capacitors will not charge since they are not connected directly to the power source. But

if we connect the floating capacitors in parallel with the dc link capacitors, they will be

charged. In order to do so, switches SA22T and SA21B for each phase can be initially

turned on thereby connecting the floating capacitors in parallel with the dc link capacitors.

When the voltage of the floating capacitors is charged toVo,f 4, turar off the switches

SA22T and SA21B. During this procedure, an additional dc voltage monitoring circuit is

used to monitor the floating capacitor voltage and perform the switching action.

4.4 Floating Capacitor Voltage Control

In the Chapter 3, when we pre-calculated the switching angle using MathCAD@ program,

we assumed the floating capacitor voltage is constant and ripple free, and the ouþut

current is sinusoidal. With finite capacitors, there will be a ripple on the capacitor voltage

and hence re-introduction of the eliminated harmonics. The harmonic currents produced

may not give equal charging and discharging of the floating capacitors and hence will

cause the floating capacitor voltage to drift. [n order to keep the floating capacitor

voltage constant, additional control is required. The following analysis is based on the
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assumption that the switches used for the analysis are all ideal switches. One stack of

SMC converter circuit is shown in Figure 4.6 for positive output voltage in one phase.

Figure 4.5 One stack of 2x2 SMC converter

If we define the switching functions Sl

'ft.çl={
l0

It
"'= to

It is easy to see that the ouþut voltage

and 52 as follows:

when S2lT is on

when S21B is on

when S22T is on

when S22B is on

Vo can be expressed as:

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.1s)Vo = E's2+V, '(sl- s2)

where Z. is the voltage across the floating capacitor.

The current flowing into the floating capacitor { is:

I, = (s2 _ sl) .1,

where { is the ouþut current of the converter.

(4.16)

We should clarify that when the status of switches S22T and S21T is the same, indicating

that S22T and S21T are both on or both off, there is no current flowing through the

floating capacitor. Only when S22T and S21T are in different states, the ouþut current
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flowing through the floating capacitor will charge or discharge the floating capacitor.

This will cause the capacitor voltage drifting problem. The stability of the capacitor can

be stated as follows. According to Eq. 4.15,if the voltage of the capacitor Z. is less than

Vo"l4, then V" will be less than the average voltage Vo,, =Vo,f 4 duing the discharging

period and greater during the charging period. A smaller ouþut voltage will reduce the

amount of current flowing out of the inverter and the capacitor, and hence the amount of

discharge during the discharging period. During the charging period, the large ouþut

voltage will increase the amount of the current flowing into the capacitor and hence the

amount of charge. Therefore, the final voltage of the floating capacitor will reach a

steadypoint, but it may not be the rated valueVo"l4 . Another reason for the floating

capacitor voltage to drift is the harmonics in the ouþut current. Suppose S22T is ON and

S21T is OFF, the output current which contains harmonic current produced by the

switching action of S22T will charge the floating capacitor. Similarly, if S21T is ON and

S22T is OFF, the ouþut current will discharge the floating capacitor. Since the harmonic

current charging and discharging the floating capacitor during these two intervals is not

the same, it will cause the floating capacitor voltage to drift. As we know, the voltage

change on the capacitor not only depends on the charging current but also depends on the

charging time. During the steady state, the harmonic cunent produced by the switching

action is the same in each cycle, if we exchange the switching patterns for S22T and

521T every cycle, then this will make the charging time on the floating capacitor equal to

the discharging time on the floating capacitor in every two cycles. Therefore, the net

charge on the floating capacitor will be equal to zero in any two cycles, and the floating

capacitor voltage should remain constant.
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4.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the ABC - DQtransformation is introduced; a mathematical model of the

control system using ABC - DO transformation is developed. Based on this model, the

main decoupled control system is designed for the SMC converter system. The start-up

method of the SMC is investigated. Using this method, the dc link capacitor can be

charged quickly and easily without any additional equipment. The balance control of the

floating capacitor voltage is analyzed and the control of the SMC system will be tested in

the following chapter.
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CHAPTBR 5

TEST STUDIES

Based on the previous analysis and discussion, a 2x2 SMC converter consisting of the

control and the switching systems was simulated using the PSCAD/EMTDC

transient simulation program. The investigation will focus on the

\r-, \'. :L+T-":
sráP slrt
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inverter, the steady state and dynamic performance of the SMC and the balance of the

floating capacitor voltage. Figure 5.1 shows the confîguration of this test module. The

dc capacitors are 600pF each which are tlpical for a converter of this rate, that is,21.6

kJ of stored energy for a 4MVA converter. The transformer leakage inductance is 0.12

p.u. based on the transformer rating. The dc load is 36f¿ . This system is connected to an

equivalent power source and the test results will be shown in the following sections. The

values of all parameters and device specifications are listed in Appendix A.

5.1 Start-up of the SMC Converter

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the most economic and convenient method to charge the dc

capacitor is using the ac system and the reverse-conducting diodes of the IGCT to start-

up the system directly. Figure 5.2 shows the dc capacitor and the floating capacitor

voltage during the starf-up of the SMC converter.

(r-
L

#'=.=-=-'*/1ir---¿-
tt.1 :

.lrl
:

55

+11.14

+8.2Ê6

+5.429

+2.5n

-0.2857

-3.143

-6
0 0.02 0.04

Time lsecl
0.06 t.08 0.1

Figure 5.2 The dc link & floating capacitors voltage during the start-up

From the analysis, we know that when the system is turned on, the floating capacitors are

paralleled with the dc link capacitor and charged by the reverse diode of the IGCT. In

Figure 5.2, we can see that after the voltage across the floating capacitor reaches 3kV, the

switches S22T and S21B are turned off, and the dc link capacitors keep being charged by
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the ac system until the voltage reaches the peak value of the ac voltage. During this

period, the over voltage limiting circuit is switched on and the over voltage of the dc

capacitors is limited to 1.1 p.u. (:13.2 kv).

5. 2 T ran si ent O perati on

To illustrate the transient response of the SMC converter using the OPWM switching

method, Figure 5.3 shows waveforms of i, and io when the i changes from 0 to 0.3 p.u..

The reactive

riq

ttt
o.zo ..1 - - --t --= -- f-- - -* -lltttt

rid

0.780 0.790 0.800 0.810 0.820 0.830 0.840 0.850 0.860

Figure 5.3 The transient response of the SMC

current of the converter is quickly adjusted from 0 to 0.3 p.u.. Although a decoupled

control system is employed, the change of i still has some effect on the active current, as

i
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shown in Figure 5.3. The ío component has some variations, but after the transient

period, the active current retutns to its normal state at the reference value. The

waveforms of the ouþut voltage and the output current of the converter are shown in

Figure 5.4. During the sudden change imposed by changing the iq ref, the current of the

converter is quickly adjusted from the normal state to the lagging state. Similarly, due to

the variation of io in the transient period, the dc link voltage also has some variations

when the inchanges, the result is shown in Figure 5.5.

+1.2

tf..T2

4û.24

-t.24

-D.72

nUa -+-

1.304 1.311

Time (sec)

Figure 5.4 SMC output voltage and current

+L\¡flctâ+14-

r11.5

+9

+6.5

+4

+1 .5

_t L-
1.01 1 .184 1.5æ. 1.706 1.Ê81.358

Time lsecì

Figure 5.5 SMC dc link voltage
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5.3 Steady Sfafe Operation

Figure 5.6 shows the voltage and current waveform of the SMC converter at the fully

capacitive operating point during the steady state operation. As we expected, the five

level staircase type of the inverter voltage is clearly shown when using OPWM switching

method, which is the same as the simulation result using MathCAD@. The current

waveform in Figure 5.6 is nearly sinusoidal without filters. Similarly, the waveform of

the SMC converter ouþut voltage and current in lagging mode is shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.9 shows the harmonics spectrum of the output voltage of the SMC converter by

using Fourier analysis. Comparing the PSCAD simulation result with the MathCAD@

analysis result, we can say that the target harmonics are eliminated and the ouþut voltage

contains only the fundamental, triplen and high order harmonics (>25tr). The lowest non-

trþlen harmonic in the ouþut voltage is 29ú. Since the triplen harmonics cannot flow

through the three wire connection of the SMC to the system, we can ignore them.

Although the 5th, 7ú, and 11ú harmonics voltage are nearly eliminated by opwM

switching method, there are still some lower order harmonics in the output current, which

are shown in Figure 5.11 andTable 5.1. These lowerorderharmonics are 5ú,7ú, and

1lft harmonics in the ouþut current, which are reintroduced because the switching angles

used in the OPWM scheme are predetermined from the switching function, assuming a

constant dc link voltage. When the capacitor voltage contains ripple due to the current as

shown in Figure 5.10, the actual ac side voltage of the SMC will have a different wave

shapes compared to the ideal waveform used in the calculation of the switching angles.
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Figure 5.6 Voltage and current waveform of the SMC -Leading mode (Q+0.3 p.u. )
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Figure 5.7 Voltage and current waveform of the SMC -lagging modet (Q=0.3 p.u.)
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Figure 5.8 Output voltage of the SMC
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Figure 5.9 Harmonic spectrum of the output voltage

Table 5.1 Harmonic in the

4.0Û2 4.ûU4 4.006 4.108 4.01 4.012 4.û14 4.t16 4.018

Figure 5.10 Output current waveform of the SMC

content UI'WM
Harmonic Magnitude Percentage
1 5.8779 100
5 0.0343 0.5831
7 0.0117 0.1991
11 0.0138 0.2341
13 0.0236 0.4019
17 0.0351 0.5974
19 0.0098 0.1 660
23 0.0062 0.1 054
25 0.0134 0.2285
29 1.0552 17.9521
31 0.2891 4.9181
35 0.3679 6.2583
37 0.176"1 2.9962
41 0.3831 6.5214
THD"% 20.95

-1.5 L-
3.998
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1
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Frequency Spectrum (Magnitude - rms)
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Figure 5.11 Harmonic spectrum of the output current

Table 5.2 Harmonic content in the output Gurrent (OPWM)

Table 5.3 IEEE 519 Standard

0L
0

Harmonic Magnitude Percentage
1 0.4607 100
5 0.0031 0.6833
7 0.0006 0.1 288
11 0.0006 0.1268
13 0.0004 0.0965
17 0.0010 0.2272
19 0.0003 0.0575
23 0.0005 0.0980
25 0.0002 0.0413
29 0.0244 5.2945
3l 0.0058 1.2684
35 0.0067 1.4618
37 0.0033 0.7200
41 0.0064 1.3789
THDV% 5.92

1," II, h<11 rl<h<t 17 <h<23 23<h<35 h>35 TDD

<20" 4 2 1.5 0.6 0.3 5
20<50 7 3.5 2.5 1 0.5 8

50<1 00 10 4.5 4 1.5 0.7 12
1 00<1 000 12 5.5 5 2 1 15

>1000 15 7 6 2.5 1.4 20
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tr'igure 5.12 Harmonic spectrum of the output current with the IEEEstg Standard

Table 5.1 and 5.2 show the Fourier analysis of the PSCAD/EMTDC simulation results,

Table 5.3 shows the IEEE 519 Standard, which is the maximum odd harmonic current

distortion in percentage of fundamental component. Comparing the Fourier analysis

results to the IEEE 519 Standard, we know that the simulation results meet the standard

when the harmonic order is less than 25ù. The IEEE 519 Standard is exceeded for a

number of harmonics above the 25ú as shown in Figure 5.12. Besides, the total harmonic

distortion exceeds the IEEE 519 Standard and an additional filter would be needed.

5.4 Capacitor Voltage Balancing

During the steady state, the control system adjusts the switching angle and maintains the

dc link voltage constant at I p.u. value; the result is shown in Figure 5.13. This result

shows that the control system of the converter has good performance, which successfully

maintains the dc link voltage at I p.u. and the overvoltage control circuit successfully

limit the dc link voltage less than lt}% of the rated value.

Frequency Spectrum (Magn¡tude - rrns)
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Figure 5.15 Floating capacitor voltage with balancing control

In Chapter 4, floating capacitor voltage drifting problem was analyzed. Figure 5.14 and

Figure 5.15 show the results of the floating voltage without and with the balance control.

In Figure 5.14, the floating capacitor voltage without voltage balance control decays from

,i
I

i,

@4 t:
'



1 p.u. to 0.8 p.u. With the balance control in Figure 5.15, the floating capacitor voltage

remains constant at 1 p.u. The simulation results clearly show that the balance control

can maintain the floating capacitor voltage at the rated value.

5.4 Chapter Summary

ln this Chapter, the SMC converter is tested using PSCAD/EMTDC software. The

simulation results show that the SMC converter is able to start-up from the ac system, the

OPWM switching method of the inverter produces a staircase type of waveform which

has benefits in reducing the harmonic distortion, the steady state and the dynamic

operation of the SMC can be achieved with the control system. The harmonics spectrum

shows that the target hatmonics are reduced but not eliminated. The simulation results

also show that the capacitor balance control system is very effective, and the floating

capacitor voltage remains constant.
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CHAPTER 6

ENGINE E RING OP TI MIZATIO N

The previous studies in Chapter 3 have recommended the use of optimal pulse

modulation (OPïVM) to remove some of the low order, e.g. 5ú', 7ü and 1lft harmonics on

the ac side of the converter so that there are no more lower order harmonics in the ouþut

votlage [17] and avoid the harmonic interference such as resonance with external line

filtering networks. The switching angles used in the OPWM scheme are predetermined

from the switching function, assuming a constant capacitor voltage on the dc side.

Ideally, the OPWM switching angles should eliminate the target harmonics in the ouþut

voltage of the SMC converter. However, the simulation results in Chapter 5 show that

while the target harmonics are well below the IEEE 519limit, harmonics such as the29ú

and the 31't far exceed the specified limits and the total harmonic distortion (THD)

exceeds the IEEE 519 Standar.d.

In order to eliminate the target harmonics, the dynamic selective harmonic elimination

modulation (SHEM) method could be used [18]. Compared with the OPWM method, the

Dynamic SHEM considers the dominant voltage harmonics of the dc capacitor. For

instance, the 3'd harmonic, can be modulated back to the ac system and introduces some

other harmonics. As the ripple on the dc capacitor voltage depends on the load level of

the SMC, the switching angles have to be adjusted to track the operating point. It is

suggest that more accurate switching angles can be derived, if the interactions between

harmonics on both sides of the inverter are included more thoroughly [19]. Compared to
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the conventional OPWM method, the Dynamic SHEM has better performance which

significantly improves the harmonic characteristic of the converter. However, the

interaction between harmonics on both sides of the SMC inverter is not easily derived, as

a result, the Dynamic SHEM is not easy to implement, especially for this research project.

This is mainly due to the fact that the floating capacitors have a single phase voltage

ripple and therefore have alarge number of harmonics present under load conditions.

Recently, due to the inclusion of optimization programs in PSCAD/EMTDC [20],

engineering optimization can be performed to find the optimal switching angles for the

harmonic reduction at any load condition. In this approach, a nonlinear optimization

program is invoked. During each step in the optimization, an objective function is

evaluated, which is a measure of how closely the run agrees with the desired objectives.

Based on this objective value, the optimization program selects parameters to be used for

the next run. So, the optimization program can find the optimum switching angles to

control all the harmonics. The following sections will introduce the optimization process

in detail.

6.1 Optimization Problem

Mathematicall¡ an optimization problem can be stated as: minimize a function F where

F=F(x)and x=(x,,x2,\,...x,)'- The function .F' is called the objective function and

the vector x represents a set of independent parameters or design variables. The problem

of minimizing a function of many variables is the same as maximizing the negative of the

function so there is no loss of generality. A linear or nonlinear set of constraints that

must be satisfied either during optimisation or by the optimal solution must be also be

considered.
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Each parameter for the objective function might be constrained explicitly by upper and/or

lower bounds, and they must be satisfied either during optimisation or by the optimal

solution as follows:

xti < xi < xui i. =1,2,3...n

Where x,, and xui ate the lower and upper bounds of the ithparameter.

problem might be constrained by a set of implicit functions:

st@)<o i =1,2,3.'.m

Any vector,r which satisfies the constraints is called feasible.

(6.1)

Furthermore, the

(6.2)

Selecting the independent parameters depends on the problem and the optimization

method. Nearly all optimization techniques require that the parameters must be

continuously variable. In this particular case, only the switching angles of the SMC

converter are to be optimized. So, fifteen variables were chosen as follows:

dtt, dtz rdt3... av and dzt rd22rdz3... dzs

Each set of angles should be in order, that is:

01ar,ldtz 1d* 1...1d, 190 and 0 <ar,ldzz 1dzt 1...<ar, <90

The objective is to minimize each individual harmonic in the ouþut current to meet the

IEEE 519 Standard. Since the optimization program is designed such that during each

optimization step the switching angles are constant, we need only to ensure during each

optimization step that the SMC converter system is operating in the steady state, before

the harmonic analysis of the ouþut current is carried out. In this way, the steady state

harmonic spectra is measured for each set of input angles, and the objective function can

be determined.
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For the case of SMC converter, there are several explicit constraints on the switching

angles:

o Quarter wave symmetry

. Switchings for each cell must remain in order with a minimum dead time

o OuÞut voltage of the converter must remain constant and the controller of the

system should be disabled.

The procedure and detailed explanation of optimization in this thesis will be given in the

following section.

6.2 Flow Chart of the Optimization

The flow chart in Figure 6.1 shows the procedure of the optimization in this thesis for the

harmonic control.

'Initial guess value for the switching angles' provides the initial switching angles for the

SMC converter. These values are obtained from the Mathcad mathematical analysis,

which is very close to the desired optimum point.

'Searching block' is a function block, which has following functions:

Perform the simplex search to minimize the objective function, output the search result

and decide when the optimization should stop. It will be introduced in detail later.

'Constraints Transformation' transforms the constraints problem into an unconstrained

problem. Generally, reducing a constrainted problem into an essentially unconstrained

one can be accomplished by transforming the parameters and leaving the objective

function unaltered, or by modifying the objective function by introducing some kind of

penalty.
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Searching Fíring Angles
Minimize OBJ

Searching Time >1000
OBJ

Less than the tolerance

F¡nd Switching
Angles Keep V1

Constant

Figure 6.1 Flow chart of the optimization for harmonic control

The most frequently occuring constraint on the parameter values are upper and lower

bounds as indicated by Eq. 6.1. These can be handled by defining x, such that

x¡ = x!¡ +(4,, -4,)sin'z1x,¡ (6.3)
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If the periodicity caused by this transformation is undersirable and the constraints are in

the form

x,ti < xi < xui 6.4)
which defines an open feasible region, one could try

x¡= xt¡ +l(x,t -x,,)cot-t(x,) (6.5)

where -- < r, < oo and only solutions within the range 0 < cot-'(x,) < n areallowed.

This transformation has a penalizing effect upon the parameters in the vicinity of the

upper and lower bounds.

In this case, the switching waveform of the SMC converter has quarter wave symmetry,

all the switching angles should lie between 0 and 90 degree. The dead time was set to 0.1

degree for a 60Hz waveform as discussed in Section 3.3. Thus the switching angle

constraints become:

a,,, = k.S+dj,,-,t(90-(K +r-i).a,a-(k-r).+-a,.,_,)sinz(ì) (6.6)

where i =1,2..3 for the switching cell I

i =1,2...8 for the switching cell 2

j =1,2 for the switching cell I and 2

K = max(i)

Ë=1for i =l

k =21or í +I

d j.o = 0, and Aa = 0.1 degree

Through this transform, all the switching angles lie in order between 0 and 90 degree.
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'Form switching pattern' calculates the ratio between the first switching angle and the

others for each cell. For Cell 1, there are:

rtt=H, \r=H
For Cell 2,therc are:

,. 
-dtt 

.. 
-dnt tI5 - dn, tl6 - dtr

- -dtq 
,. 

-dlss tt3 -ãl; rrO - ou- (6.7)

rzr=#, r22--H, rrr=æ, rz+=H, rzs=#, rze =H, rzt =H (6.8)

Using this switching pattem, we can easily solve the non-linear equations to maintain the

two cell voltages constant and hence the output voltage constant.

'Find Switching angles to keep ( constant' has the function to find the switching angles

under the specified switching pattern to maintain the fundamental component of the

ouþut voltage constant. In order to perform the harmonic analysis, we should ensure the

SMC operates under steady state. As mentioned before, during each optimization step,

the controller of the SMC converter is disabled. Without the controller, the slight change

in switching angles at each step will change the cell voltage and the ouþut voltage.

Therefore, to manitain constant cell voltage equal to half the ouþut voltage, the ratio of

each switching angle on a cell to the first angle is calculated in Eqs. 6.7 and 6.8, and then

a¡ and dzt can be found to satify the cell voltage constraint. Recall from Section 3.3

that the cell voltage must remain essentially the same in order to maintain constant

floating capacitor voltage. From Eq. 3.5, we have:

) = t-z(cos(a,r)-cos(ø,r) + cos(ø,r) - cos(ø,*)* cos(ø,r)- cos(ø,u)* cos(ø,r)) (6.9)

and

f = $ (cos( dr,) - cos(arr)+ cos(a", ) - cos(ø,, )* cos(ø", )- cos(øru )* cos(ar, )- cos (arr))
(6.10)
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Substituting F,q.6.7 into Eq.6.9 and Eq.6.8 into Eq.6.l0 , gives:

*= - ("ot(q,)-cos(\pt)+cos(r,rø,,)-cos(4ra,,)*cos(40ø,,)-cos(4rq,)*cos(4uq,))

(6.11)

and

)= f (cos( drr) - cos(rrrar,) + cos(rirar,) - cos(r,rør,)-l cos(rro arr)- cos(r,rør, )* cos( rzeãrr)

- cos(rrrar,))

(6.12)

Solving Eq. 6.11 and Eq. 6.12, gives the values for each set of switching angles to

maintain the SMC output voltage constant. These swtiching angles will be used by the

firing system of the SMC converter.

'Form objective function' calculates the value of objective function.

Objective function is a figure of merit for how closely the run agrees with the desired

objective. Based on this value, the optimization program selects the parameters for the

next step in the optimization routine.

The objective function chosen is based on a least pth optimization method of Bandler

and Charalambous l2ll,1221, [23],l24l which has been successfully applied to network

optimization. In this method, the harmonic magnitude between the actual value and the

IEEE 519 Standard is formed into a constraint function.

g.(x)=h^-hsrg^ meI and I =5,j,11,13...61 (6.13)

Where lto, are the calculated individual harmonic values and hrrn^are the IEEE 519

Standard for each individal harmonic value from Table 5.3. Usually, h^ is bigger than

hrrn,,. Thete are two separate cases that should be considered for the objective function,



the first one is when one or more of the constraints are violated, and the second one is

when all the constraints are met. Let,

M =ry,?r{t'g"'(*)}

rf M > 0, some of the constraints are violated and the appropriate index set K

AS:

lr(x) å @l g^(x)> 0)

rf M < 0, all the constraints are satisfied and the appropriate index set is

(6.r4)

is defined

(6.1s)

Kþ)!¡ (6.16)

Where w,, inBq. 6.14 are weighting factors for the various constraint functions and 1is

the index set of all possible harmonics. Essentially, the task of the weighting factor is to

emphasize or de-emphasize various parts of the response to suit the designer's

requirements. For example, if one of the factors is unity and the other very much greater

than unity, then if the specifications are not satisfied, a great deal of effort will be devoted

to forcing the response associated with the large weighting factor to meeting the

specifications at the expense of the rest of the response. Once the specifications are

satisfied, then effort is quickly switched to the rest of the response while the response

associated with the large weighting factor is virrually left alone. In this way, once certain

parts of the network response reach acceptable levels they are effectively maintained at

those levels while further effort is spent on improving other parts. A good choice of the

weighting factor will assist in emphasizing or de-emphasizing parts of the response

deviation. In this case, we chose unity weighting factors.

It is important to note that the index set K("r) is dependent on x . Thus, temporarily

excluded sample points are immediately included when the corresponding constraints are
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violated, and temporarily included sample points are immediately excluded when the

comesponding constraints are satisfied.

The objective function for both cases is defined as:

(6.17)F(x)=r{àr#r}'

Where q= psgr M and p>I

With p = 1, all the constraint functions are given equal weighting. With p = 2 , we have

a least squares type of formulation. Obviously, the higher value of p the more emphasis

will be given to those deviations which are the largest, leading to a mini-max

approximation. [n practice, a value of p from 4 to 10 may provide an adequate mini-max

approximation for engineering purposes [20].

In the non-feasible region, the objective function emphasizes the larger constraint

violations, and the minimization method will attempt to reduce these violations to zero.

In the feasible region, the objective function considers all the constraints, and the

minimization method will attempt to move the design away from all the constraint

boundaries and into the centre of the feasible region.

After any complete optimization if the optimum is unsatisfactory, switching the objective

function or changing the weighting factors may get some better results. For example, one

may optimize with the weighting factors set to unity and with p =2 . If the maximum

deviation is larger than the desired, one could select appropriate scale factors and./or

higher value of p and try again from the previous "optimum", or try another initial guess

value. The optimizationprogram may not find the global optimum point, but it definitely

can find a local optimum point.
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Usually, å, is bigger than hrrr^ and g^(x) is great thanzero, two separate cases should

be condidered. Firstly, if one or more of the harmonics exceed the IEEE 519 Standard,

the objective function emphasizes the largest harmonic deviation and the minimization

method will attempt to reduce this harmonic to the IEEE 519 Standard value. Secondly,

if all the harmonics are less than the IEEE 519 Standard value, the objective function

considers all the harmonics and the minimization method will attempt to move all the

harmonics away from the IEEE 519 Standard value and push them down to zero. In this

particular case, the objective function minimized the individual harmonics to meet the

IEEE 519 Standards from 5tn,rp to 61't.

Note that in this research, we use PSCAD/EMTDC to do the simulation, since the Fast

Fourier analysis (FFT) component in PSCAD/EMTDC can only provide the individual

harmonics value from 1" .rp to 61tt, therefore, the highest harmonic that we can

minimized in this case is 61't.

6.3 Search ing Strategies

There are many strategies to search over a given parameter space which can be classified

into three broad categories: Direct search methods, Gradient methods and Second-order

methods [21]. Since different search methods have different searching strategies, no one

method or class of methods can be expected to uniformly solve all problems. In this

thesis, we mainly consider the direct search methods. The common characteristic of the

direct search method is that they are relatively uncomplicated, hence easy to implement

and quick to debug. The modif,red Simplex Search Method will be introduced as follows:
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6.3.1 Modified Simplex Search Method

The modified simplex search method is a heuristic optimization method based on a

geometric shape which has been developed by Nelder and Mead [21].

In N dimensions, a regular simplex is a polyhedron composed of N+l equidistant points,

which form its vertices. The optimization algorithm starts with the evaluation of the

objective function at each vertex. The vertex with highest objective function value is

located. This worst vertex is then reflected through the centroid of the remaining

vertexes to generate a new point, the new simplex is formed by substituting the worst

vertex with the reflected vertex. The same procedure is repeated, and the simplex 'rolls'

down towards a lower objection function value. Nelder and Mead have modified this

logic concept to allow both expansion and contraction of the reflected point as explained

below. The implementation of this simplex search requires two types of calculations: (1)

generation of a regular simplex given a base point and appropriate scale factor, and (2)

calculation of the reflected point. For a given starling point x(0) and a scale factorø, the

other N vertices of the simplex in N dimensions are given by:

(6.18)

for land 7:1,2,3...N.

The increments á, andõ,, which depend only on .l/and the selected scale factor d, aÍe

calculated from

16

_,,, _ frrlo'*4 if i +ih - l"j'o'*4 ,f j =i

4=[ r]"(.À/+1)r/2 +1/-
NJ'

(6.1e)
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Note that the scale factor ø is chosen by the user to suit the problem

ø = 1 leads to a regular simplex with sides of unit length.

(6.20)

at hand. The choice

Suppose r{r) ¡r the point to be reflected. Then the centroid of the remaining N point is

* =#å",',
i+j

(6.2t)

The second calculation, reflection through the centroid require consideration if the point

with highest cument function value, x(å) ; the next highest point, 
"(s) 

' ¡¡" point with the

lowest current function value, x('); and the corresponding function values, "f 
(h), .f @),

and f (l). The reflection step is described by the line

x=aØ) +),(x,-r(o)) (6.22)

or

x= vØ) +(l+o)(x"-r(o)) (6.23)

If we let 0 = 1, we get the normal simplex reflection, such that x,",uis located a distance

ll". -"(')llftom .rc. When -1<e<lwe produce a shortened reflection or a contraction,

while the choice á > l will generate a lengthened reflection step or a expansion of the

simplex. The situations are depicted in Figure 6.2. The three values of d used for

normal reflection, contraction, and expansion are denoted respectively ø , B and y . The

method proceeds from the initial simplex by determination of x(å),yG),*(t)and x". A

normal reflection of the simplex function values is checked to see if termination is

appropriate. If not, a normal reflection, expansion, or contraction is taken, using the tests

_[r¡¿+tlT-t-|,
IwJz l

62
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outlines in Figure 6.2. The iterations continue until the simplex function values do not

vary significantly. Nelder and Mead recommend that the values d=|, þ:0.5, and

T =2be employed.

Some limited numerical compadsons indicate that the Nelder-Mead variant is very

reliable in the

7R

(a) Normal Reflection (0 = a

.f(') . -f (r,,,,,) < -f(t)

(b) Expansion (0 = y >l)

.f (r,^,.) < -f('\

\ --\ ---//lz /

(d) Contraction (0 = p > 0)

¡{t) . -f (*^,,,,). -f'o)

-1)

X r"u, x n"r,

x(^)x(o)

/
,(c) ,,

(c) Contraction (0 = p <0)

.f (x,",,,), .f(t) and f (x,",,), .f'o)

Figure 6.2 Expansion and contraction of a simplex

presence of noise or elror in the objective and is reasonably efficient. The research

results in 1972 by Parkinson and Hutchinson [21] show that the shape of the initial

simplex was not important but its orientation was. The best overall choice of parameters

was (a,þ,y)=(2,0.25,2.5) and this choice worked well if repeated successive

expansions were allowed.
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6.4 Simulation Results

rnpul vvaveTorm

/n'

-0.5 r-
135 355 1.36 365 1.37

Figure 6.3 SMC output current waveform
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Figure 6.4 Ilarmonic Spectrum of the SMC output current
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Figure 6.5 Harmonic spectrums of the SMC and IEEE 519 Standard
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Table 6.1 Harmonic content in the output current (Optimization)

Table 6.2 Switching Angles Values

Harmonic Magnitude Percentage IEEE 519
1 0.4601 100 100
5 0.0165 3.5892 4
7 0.0032 0.7033 4
11 0.0031 0.6726 2
13 0.0027 0.5921 2
17 0.0007 0.1 591 1.5
19 0.0057 1.2320 1.5
23 0.0023 0.4947 0.6
25 0.0007 0.1 543 0.6
29 0.0018 0.3832 0.6
31 0.0022 0.4738 0.6
35 0.0010 0.2102 0.3
37 0.0011 0.2381 0.3
41 0.0009 0.1949 0.3
43 0.0005 0.1170 0.3
47 0.0011 0.2435 0.3
49 0.0005 0.1 079 0.3
53 0.0014 0.2975 0.3
55 0.0012 0.2593 0.3
59 0.0011 0.2304 0.3
61 0.0010 0.2204 0.3
THDV% 4.13 5

Switching Angles lnitial Guess FinialValue
All 13.74 14.089
p.12 21.298 21.3894
413 31.252 30.3884
414 44.78 45.6161
415 51.427 53.0888
416 75.01 75.7594
417 77.154 77.6111
421 3.6081 2.19789
422 6.958 5.42218
423 22.899 22.046
M4 31.063 30.8125
p.25 40.426 40.4411
M6 62.723 61.1714
427 66.003 65.4187
428 88.414 89.9000
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ln order to examine the validity of the optimium switching angles, the simultion was

carried out by the SMC converter using PSCAD/EMTDC, the detailed parameters are

shown in Appendix A. The output current and its harmonic analysis results are shown in

Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 separately. In Figure 6.6, we can see that each

harmonic is less than the IEEE 519 Standard. (The value shown in the Figure 6.6 is in

percentage). The FFT analysis results for each individal harmonics as shown in Table 6.1

illustrates that the harmonic content in the output current is below the IEEE 519 Standard

and the THD is less than 5%. This result indicates that the optimization sucessfully

minimized the objective function and pushed each individual harmonic below the IEEE

519 Standard. It also proved that the optimization method can be used to find the

switching angles and control the harmonics.

Although the simulation results are as expected, but there is no guarantee that the final

result of the optimization is the global optimum, and in fact different initial guess value

will rarely end with identical final results. If the network is ideal without any impedance

and the transformer leakage is too small, the harmonic in the ouþut current will not meet

the IEEE 519 Standard. In this case, where the transformer leakage is 0.12p.u, the

harmonic spectrum of the output cument does not meet the IEEE 519 Standard and the

objective function of the optimization is always positive. This means that at least one of

the harmonics exceeds the IEEE 519 Standard value. There are two ways to solve this

problem, one is gradually increasing the transformer leakage to 0.15p.u, then the

optimization program can find a feasible point. At this point, all the harmonics in the

ouþut current met the IEEE 519 Standard. The other way is to use f,rlters in paralleled

R1
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with the SMC, but this is expensive and may cause additional harmonics on the floating

capacitor voltage.

6.5 Chapter Summary

ln this Chapter, the definition of objective function, constraints transformer method,

modified simplex optimization method and the general procedure of optimization are

introduced. The feasibility of design optimization for harmonic control has been proved.

The program is capable of finding a solution which meets or exceeds all performance

specifications whether the initial guess value is feasible or not. The method of forming

the objective function is well suited to this type of constrained optimization problem and

combined with the simplex search technique gives an efficient optimization method. The

simulation result is shown in this chapter, it shows that the optimization method can

successfully find the minimized point. There is, of course, no guarantee that this final

result is the global optimum.

R)
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTARE WORK

ln recent years, Voltage Source Converter (VSC) are widely used in the power utility for

such applications as unintemrptible power supplies, reactive power compensators, high

voltage direct current power transmission, machine drives and many other applications.

Harmonics generated by the VSC, and the switching frequency (the switching losses) are

two major concerns of VSC, especially in the high power applications. The multilevel

converter structure is an attractive approach to reduce the harmonics in the ouþut voltage

for the high-voltage and high-power inverter, in which the number of voltage levels

increases without requiring higher rating on individual devices.

There are mainly three different circuit configurations for the multilevel voltage source

converter applications. The studies presented in this thesis especially revealed the aspect

of the control and performance of the Stacked Multicell Converter (SMC). The SMC

topology is a new structure of multilevel converter, which consists of a hybrid association

of commutation cell making it possible to share the voltage constraint on several switches,

and also to improve the ouþut voltage waveforms of the converter in terms of the

number of levels and switching frequency. It has offered an interesting alternative to

other circuit configurations being considered for the VSC.
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PWM is one of the major techniques widely used in power converter switching design.

Although the OPWM method has been known for a long time and this method reduces

the ouþut voltage harmonics with the minimum number of switching, its application is

limited partly because of the difficulties in implementation. In this thesis, the optimal

PWM method was chosen as a switching scheme. It was implemented by solving the

nonlinear equations offJine for different operating points, and then saving this data in a

table, the switching angles can be obtained or interpolated from the look-up table. The

validity of this method was studied through the simulation study of the SMC voltage

source converter. The simulation results show that the optimal PWM is able to provide

fast and accurate switching pulses for the inverter that satisfies the harmonic reduction

requirements. Obviously, proper controllers must be developed in order to obtain a

comparable transient response.

A decoupled control system was used for the SMC converter. The dc link capacitor and

the floating capacitor can be charged by the reverse diodes. The voltage balancing

technique must be applied to the floating capacitor during the operation, thus the real

power flowing into the floating capacitor is the same as the real power flowing out of the

floating capacitor. As a result, the voltage of the floating capacitor can be maintained at a

constant value.

The simulation results are compatible with the analysis results. These results

demonstrate that the Optimal PWM method considerably reduces the target harmonics

and its performance is good at different operating points.

A major contribution of this research is the design of a technique to use an optimization

enabled electromagnetic transient simulation program, to minimize the harmonics in the
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power converter. The technique includecl maintaining the explicit constraints on the

switching angles while also keeping the ouþut voltage constant during the search routine.

The simulation was carried out by PSCAD/EMTDC program, and the simulation results

illustrate that the optimization program can find the optimum values for the switching

angles to minimize each individual harmonic and meet the IEEE 519 Standard. It also

shows that if the transformer leakage is too small, the harmonics in the ouþut current can

not meet the IEEE 519 Standard without additional filtering.

Future work:

The research results show that the optimal PWM method can successfully eliminate some

low order harmonics, but there are still some high order harmonics in the ouþut current,

and an additional filter is needed. In order to improve the performance of the SMC

converter system, the filter design should be considered in the future.

The optimization results proved that the optimization method can be used to find the

switching angles that minimize the harmonics to meet the IEEE 519 Standard. If we can

find different sets of switching angles for the different operating points, then the SMC

system can be operated by the controller and the output of the SMC will meet the IEEE

519 Standard. With the development of the real-time controller, it may be possible to

optimize the switching angle on-line to meet a variety of objective.
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APPENDIX A

The Parameters of the System

. Source Parameters:

: Line-Line Voltage: 23kv

System Impedance: 1.09 + j6.02A

Transformer Parameters:

¡ Transformer connection type: YyO

, Primary side line-line voltage: 23kv

. Secondary side line-line voltage: 7.Zkv

,: Transformer leakage: 0.12p.u

, Transformer no load losses: 0.003p.u

,

. Transformer air core reactance: 100p.u

1

I SMC converter Parameters:

DC link voltage: 12kv

. DC load: 36f)

DC capacitor: 600pF x2

Floating capacitor: 400 ¡tF

Clamping Circuit:

I;12 pH
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R:1.2 Ç)

C:2.0 pF

Overvoltage Clamp :

Snubber circuit:

R:l.0 O

C:2.0 pF

Resister :

R:l.2 C)

Base values for the per unit system:

llbl:1,8.779kv, Ib I : 149.I A, Zbl:126

Ub2:5.81 9kv, Ib2: 47 6.3 A, Zb2:123 43
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Data Sheets of the IGCT

Voclinrr Permanent dc voltage for 100 FIT failure rate

Irevu: Max. average on-state current for GCT

Irnus: Max. RMS on-state current for GCT

V1: On-state voltage for GCT

Vro: Threshold voltage for GCT

ry: Slope resistance for GCT

di/dt: Max. rate of rise of on-state current

I¡evv: Max. average on-state current for diode

Irnus: Max. RMS on-state cunent for diode

Vp: On-state voltage for diode

Ves: Threshold voltage for diode

r¡: Slope resistance for diode

The Device Parameters in the Circuit
sSHX 10H6004

SSDF 04F6004
GCT Reverse diode

Voc"nt 3300v Vnc',.u 3300v

Ir¡rrn 3554 l.orr^, 1654 l.o,rn, 3804

Itorr. 5554 lpnus 2604 lrp¡r,rs 6004

Vr s3.45V Vr <6.4V Ve <5.2V

Vtn 1.ô5V V.n 2.53V V.n 2.7V

r 2mO Ip 4.3mQ fr 2.8mO
di/dt 3404/us di/dt 3404/us di/dt 340A/us
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The Parameters of the Control System

The Detail Parameters of Controls
Pl Reoulator Proportional Gain Time Constant(ms)

Phase Locked Loop 60 60
DC Voltaqe Control 0.15 90
dq Current Control 0.2 90

Low Pass Filter Gain Damoinq Ratio Cutoff Freouencv
DC Voltaoe 1 0.7 50
dq Current 1 0.7 150
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APPENDIX B

1tú):=-
256

trl(t,k) := tr0(t,k) - I

t(t,k

f(t, k)

ul(t,k,m) := Z(o(f(t,m) - tr(r,k)) - 0.1

,rt(,,U,t

f(t, k)

rro(r,k) -'*"'(*'(o'' 
- î))

tr(t,k):= 
z'asin(sin(k'ro't - æ))

SPWM Technique for Twolevel Converter

t:=0..511 m:=0.75 k:=9 E:=6

tr{t,k) := 0.5+ t(t,k) f(t,k) := m.sin(<o.t)

ut := E.(ul(t,k,m))

i:=0..60 F(u) := år(u) - 23r.In(ff (u)))
Vsr2
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I 
rt"l'l

n

6

5.25

4.5

3.75

3

2.25

1.5

0.75

0'
0

p := 5, 11.. 60

15 20 25 30

i

q := 7 ,13.. 60

ffi''lp q

Itr"l'I
DF:=

DF = 0.878
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SFOPWM Technique for FiveJevel Converter

^,=* t:=0..sl1 m:=0.75 k:=9 þ=+ c(t,k):=f.ari'(ri"(r., ;))

fl(t, m) : = Z. m.cos (r,r.t)

( z.'n."or (r.t) I
r:(t,t) :=l z.r.o.(r.t - B) 

|

Iz'*..o'(r.t * p)J

cl(t,k) := 1.5 + c(t,k) c3(t,k) :=-0.5 + c(t,k)

c2(t,k):=0.5 + c(t,k) c4(t,k):=-1.5 + c(t,k)

rdr _-\ - ma>(f3(t,m)) + mi(f3(t,m))rL(I,¡-ri,=T

f(t,m):=fl(t,m) - f(t,m) E:=3

)
cl(t,k)

"a,, 
tl

:x'ju) o

a!ur
f(t,m)

-2

ul(t,k,m) ;=-(o1ct1t,t¡ - f(t,m)) - l) + I

u3(t,k,m) :=<Þ(-c3(t,k) + f(t,m)) - 1

u, : = E (u1 (t, k, m). u2(t, k, m) - u3(t, k, m). u4(t, k, m))

u2(t,k,m) ;=-(o1.z1t,t) - f(t,m)) - 1)

u4(t,k,m) :=<Þ(-c4(t,k) + f(t,m)) - 2

ut0



i := 0.. 60 F(u) := 
T# 

r*t"l - 2j'Ir(ffi(u)))

6

5

4

Jott'l 3

2

I

0
t0 20

q:= 7,13..60

60504030

i

p := 5, 11.. 60

DF = 0.198

lut,i' I
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OPWM Technique for FÍve-level SMC Converter

oll:=-!9r .12.=2+" ..n:=lJ! ..M:=9! ols:=i9n ..rc:=l+n orj,=81'n180 180 180 180 180 180 180

ozt:=L o22,=12'n o23t=285n o24t=37'5n o25---a6n o26,=6ln a2l:=9! ozg,=ynr80 180 180 180 180 180 180 180

K:= 0.75 
^o 

'= q'n
180

Civen

ol I > 0 o,l2> o,l I + Âa a.l3 > o,l2+ Àq. c¿14> o.l3 + Âc¿

o15> cr14+ Âa al6> crl5+ Âa, c.17> a,l6+ Aa u17 <!

421>0 o22>a2l+ La a23>o22+ Ls. s24>s23+ La

s.25>c24+ Lo. s-26>u25+ Ld- a27>a26+ La o28>s"27+ Lo. a28<!

0= cos(q.l t)-cos(cl2)+ cos(crl3)-cos(al4)+ cos(ol5)-cos(ol6)+ cos(cl7)-.or(ozt)...
*.or(oZZ) -.or(*z¡) + cos(c2+) - cos(c25) + cos(a26) - cos(a27) + cos(a28)

K.l= cos(stl)-cos(al2)+ cos(al3)-cos(ol+)+ cos(at5)- cos(sl6)+ cos(al7)...2 +"os(azt) - cos(c2) + cos(a23) - cos(c24) * .o.(æs) -.or(ozo) * .or(ozz) - cos(o28)

0= cos(s.crlù -.or(s.otz) * 
"or(s.ot:)-"or(s.ota)* "or(s.ots)-"or(s.oto)+.or(s.otz)

0 = cos(s.az Ù - .or(s.ozz) * 
"or(s'ozl) - "or(s.oz+) 

* .or(s.ozs) - .or(s.ozo) + 
"or(s.ozz) 

* 
"or(s.ozt)

0= cos(7.ott) -.o.(z'olz) * .or(7.ot3) -.or(z.ot¿) * .or(z.ots) -.or(z.olo) * 
"o.(z.otz)

0 = .or(z'oz l) - "or(z.czz) 
* .os(z.o::) - .o.(z.oz+) * .or(7.o25) - 

"or(z.ozo) 
* .o.(z.ozz) - .or(z'oza)

0=cos(ll.crll)-"o.(tt.otz)*.or(tt'ot3)-.or(tt.ot+)*.or(tt.ots)-.or(lt.oto)*"or(tt'otz)

o=cos(ll.c¿zÙ-.or(ll.ozz)*.o.(tt.oæ)-.or(tt.oz+)+"or(lt.ozs)-"or(tl.ozo)*"or(tt'qzz)-.or(il.ozs)

o=cos(tlalt)-"or(tlolz)*.or(tlot3)-.or(tlot+)*"or(tlots)-.or(lgolo)*.or(t3otz)

0= cos(llazl) -.or(tlozz) * 
"or(tlozl) -.or(tlaz+) *.ot(tlozs) -.or(tlozo) * cos(tlczz) -"or(ttoz8)

0= cos(t7'al t) - cos(tz.ct) * .or(tz.ot:) -.o.(lz.ota) * .or(lz.ol5) -.or(tz.*to) * .or(tz.otz) ...
*"or(tz.cr2l) -.or(tz.ozz) * .or(tz.ozl) - ror(lz.oz+) * 

"or(tz.ozs) -.or(lz.ozo) * "o.(tz.ozt) -.or(tz.oze)

0= cos(lgol l) - cos(lsatâ * .o.(t+at3) -.or(t+ota) * .o.(l9ols) -.or(l9olo) + .or(tqotz) ...

*.or(t+ozt) -.ot(lso2z) * .ot(t+oz:) -.or(lsoz¿) * .o.(t+azs) -.or(lsozo) * .o.(lso2t) -.or(l9.o2s)

0 = cos(2lat l) - "or(zlotz) 
* .or(ztot l) - .or(zlo t +) * .or(zlat s) - .or(zlot 6) * .or(zlot z) ...

+cos(zlczt) - "os(zl.az) 
+ 

"os(z3.czl) - "ot(z!oz+) 
* 

"o.(zlozs) -.or(zrozo) * 
"o"(zlozl) -.or(zrozs)

0= cos(25a1t) - cos(zsatz) + cos(zsotl) - "or(zsolq) 
* .or(25als) - .or(zsolo) * .or(zsou) ...

+ cos(2sa2t) - rot(zss2z) * .o.(zsoz:) - 
"o"(zsoz+) 

* .or(zsozs) -.os(zsczo) * .or(zsozz) - 
"or(zsozs)

q'l
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Solve

V\(K) := Fin d(ø 1 1, a| 2, al 3, al 4, cr 1 5, cr 1 6, o 1 7, a21, a22, a23, a24, c"25, o.26, a.27, o'28)

v{K)o
all(K):=

VqK).
s21(K) '=-- '

degdeg

VYK),
al2{K):= - 

j
deg

*K)r
413(K) ¡=-J

deg

WK)r
crl(K) := 

-
deg

WK)¿
als(K)

oeg

^K)sal(K);=J
deg

V{K)¿
al7(lQ '--- -

deg

vqK)s
a2\K):=

deg

v{K)q
c¡.2XK\

deg

VqK), 
^

cr24{K)
deg

V{K)r 
I

cr25(K):=
deg

K:= 0,0.01.. 1.17

y{K)rr
s.26K) '= -------

deg

WK),"
a27(K) '= , ''

deg

v{K)r¿
e2(K):=-

deg

90 90

80
al l(K)

70
crl2(K)

60
ol3(K)

50
ola(K)

40
cr15(K)

"tq*l 
30

"iit*l 
20

10

00
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90

3*l
""(*)
"u:*)
"*(*)
5*l
.i39f*)

"u\)
ø28(K)


